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BACKGROUND

GAPS

& RESEARCH QUESTION

Wildfire have been found to degrade water quality, by increasing

From prior research, we already know that the distribution of both

concentrations of nutrients and suspended solids. Wildfires can also alter

flow (Q) and concentration (C) change after fire, often with

watershed hydrology, potentially increasing both base- and storm-flows. Water

increased peak C, increased annual Q, and increased peak Q.

quality is connected to flow by processes like erosion, transport, dillution, and

the CQ relationship captures the distribution

biogeochemical reactions.

and Q regimes. We seek to address what happens to CQ after fire.
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HOW DOES CQ CHANGE AFTER FIRE?

But

and relationship of C

HOW WILL CQ CHANGE AFTER FIRE?
Post-fire CQ

Scenarios
Pre-fire CQ

Clustering resulted in 4 distinct groupings, which mapped well onto previously
characterized CQ behaviors (dashed shapes, Musolff et al. 2015). We see that variability
differentiates the clusters as well as the slope b. Chemostatic behavior dominated most
water quality parameters except for nitrate, which was dominated by dillution behavior.
In the Sankey diagram below, we visualize how CQ behavior fit into the clusters before
and after fire. Chemostatic behavior

See our published
Possible changes in CQ relationship after fire

research on water

include: changing slope (b), intercept (a), a

quality and flow

b=-0.38


effects after fire!

CVC/CVQ=0.28
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combination of the two, or CQ could “move
along ” the same line, or variability could

becomes more dominant for TN, NH3,

bilization
NO3. TP moves towards more mo
mobilization
behavior. Shifts to Clusters 3 and 4
correlate with increased element

fluxes.

increase. The plot to the left shows two CQ
series with the same slope. The coefficient of
b=-0.34


CVC/CVQ=0.26

CONCENTRATION

& DISCHARGE

Concentration-discharge (C-Q) relationships are often characterized by a

variation (CV) of C over Q (CVC/CVQ) is also the
same for both series, but the “spread” around
2

that line (R of the log-linear fit) are very
R2=0.41

different.

Variability in CQ is often understudied

relative to metrics like slope. We also ask, how
will variability around CQ change after fire?

power-law relationship. The slope b corresponds with mo
mobili
ilization
ation (positive),
dillution (negative), or chemostatic (neutral) behavior.
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Surface processes like erosion lead to
enrichment behavior, while subsurface
processes usually lead to dillution.

WHY DOES THIS MATTER?
The CQ relationship governs the
escalation of flux with flow. High flow
events are infrequent, so CQ will
determine whether the majority of
annual flux occurs at high

flows (high
slope b), or moderate to low flows (low
slope b). High fluxes of nutrients can
accumulate in reservoirs.

DATA GATHERING AND ANALYSIS
28 sites were selected from those
originally analyzed by Rust
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et al.

(2018) with sufficient data
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paired-CQ measurements). The

Weighted Regression against Time,
Discharge, and Season (WRTDS)

CONCLUSIONS

model was used to interpolate

Watershed behavior is difficult to characterize by either concentration or discharge

timeseries data. We calculated
power-law CQ relationships, with the parameters

a and b, as well as metrics

CVC/CVQ, R , and change ratios for C, Q, and

Flux. The CQ relationships were
2
categorized using k means clustering (cluster variables were CVC/CVQ, R , and
2

b), to capture changed cluster classification after fire. Water quality
parameters were Nitrogen (Total,

Ammonia + Organic, Nitrate), Phosphorus

(Total, Organic), and Total Organic Carbon.

regime alone. CQ behavior correlates with many watershed processes. Transition from
one typology of behavior to another can seem arbitrary, but our clustering analysis shows
that variability of C and Q are important distinguishing features, and are important
change metrics for post-fire behavior. Preliminary results show that increased nutrient
fluxes correlate well with cluster change after fire.

